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CAREY PARK FOOTBALL CLUB 
Statement by Member for Bunbury 

MR A.J. DEAN (Bunbury) [12.55 pm]:  I pay tribute to the boys from the Carey Park Football Club who, on 5 
October, sealed a fourth premiership in their long and proud history.  They have previously won in 1963, 1973 
and 1986.  It has been a long time between drinks.  This premiership is due to a core of hard workers led by a 
very able coach in Geoff Nitschke.  Geoff instilled in his players discipline and a faith in the game plan.  As 
Geoff said on many occasions, the game is played in all four quarters and should be played mainly from the neck 
up.  I also mention Wayne Bob Stewart who, as president of the club, saw a four-year plan come to fruition.  He 
is a great leader and has a very supportive wife!  Well done, Bob. 

The brains trust behind the game-day operations - besides the very straightshooting Nitschke - was Mick Trezise 
and the living legend, Shaun O’Callaghan.  These three instilled discipline and the game plan that the boys in red 
and blue followed to the letter. 

In such a short statement I cannot list all the players but, sufficient to say, it was a genuine team effort.  
However, there are several players I must make note of simply because it was probably their last game and they 
are true legends in south west football - Carey Park in particular.  Stan Willis, the only current player to play in 
the 1986 grand final, is a true icon of the game.  He is a gentleman on and off the field and provides a level of 
experience that will be irreplaceable.  The other genuine legend who may not put on the boots next year is Sean 
Widderson.  Like Stan, he has been the backbone of a Carey Park team that has had some heartbreaking losses in 
the past decade.  Sean is in remarkable physical shape and I feel sure that, if motivated, he will front again in 
2004.  I am not sure who is the oldest, Stan or Sean, but both retire in a shower of glory.  I wish them well. 

As a politician, I have taken on board lessons from this premiership: first, to trust your leader in the knowledge 
that he knows the strengths and weaknesses of each of his players; secondly, a faith in the game plan - it has 
been well thought out and, if everyone plays their little part, it will come together; they will win.  I look forward 
to a repeat in 2004! 
 


